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Abstract
Powerful states often accept unanimity voting on accession to international
institutions, even though this enables weak states to blackmail powerful states into
providing costly side payments. Whereas the literature attributes this choice mainly
to efforts to bolster the legitimacy of international institutions, the authors
demonstrate that the choice of unanimity also has a strategic component. The
authors formally show that unanimous accession rules can profit powerful states by
creating uncertainty as to the minimal level of reform that enables accession. If
accession is valuable enough and the membership candidate is uncertain about the
resolve of weak states, it plays safe by implementing ambitious reforms that improve
the efficacy of the international institution. In this case, a legitimacy-efficacy trade-off
does not exist: the unanimity rule enhances legitimacy while allowing powerful states
to induce significant reforms by applicants to the benefit of current members.
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If you have the guts, you can use the veto with great effect. You’ve got everybody by

their balls.

Quote from an EU ambassador about bargaining in the European Council (Tallberg

2008, 695)

International institutions have become an integral part of global governance.

Rather than acting unilaterally or forcing compliance by weak states, even pow-

erful states such as the United States have voluntarily accepted and even promoted

institutional constraints by delegating decision-making powers to international insti-

tutions, allowing weak states to influence policy outcomes through the formal

decision-making process. The degree to which powerful states can use international

institutions effectively to shape policies in their favor thus crucially depends on

institutional design features, such as the distribution of votes and institutionalized

voting rules.

A particularly consequential, but poorly understood, issue in the design of inter-

national institutions is the accession rule. The accession rule is of central importance

because enlargement decisions will shape cooperation in the long run by shifting

bargaining power and changing distributional considerations of current member

states. For example, the European Union (EU) Eastern enlargement left a permanent

imprint on the distribution of benefits and costs within the EU while China’s acces-

sion to the World Trade Organization (WTO) changed the core bargaining

dynamics of the multilateral trade regime. One key problem in the design of such

rules is that the nature of future accessions underlies great uncertainty, so states

cannot easily tailor contingent accession rules for every conceivable situation.

When the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) was negotiated in

1948, for example, Western democracies could hardly predict with any accuracy

whether any given developing country would apply for membership in the near

future.

Perhaps, the most common, though not universal, accession rule is unanimity vot-

ing, whereby every current member of an international institution can veto acces-

sions. This rule is, for example, used by the EU, North Atlantic Treaty

Organization (NATO), and the GATT/WTO. One obvious benefit of giving weak

members some say over accession is to increase the legitimacy of the institution and

alleviate concerns regarding institutionalized exploitation of the weak by the strong.

By giving weak states some say over international cooperation, powerful states can

enhance weak states’ willingness to participate voluntarily and they can avoid costly

coercion. The need to secure voluntary participation provides a potential explanation

for why powerful states often condone, and even embrace, unanimous or consensual

decision rules for international institutions.1

But the unanimity rule can come at a great cost. In December 1984, the Greek

government opportunistically blackmailed billions of euros from powerful EU mem-

bers by threatening to prevent the accession of Spain and Portugal (Nicholson and

East 1987). This costly side payment was mainly funded by large member states that
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were already net contributors to the budget and firmly believed that the accession of

Spain and Portugal was vital to prevent them from backtracking to autocracy. Side

payments were too costly when Georgia threatened to veto Russia’s WTO accession

in 2006.2 Russia had negotiated for twelve years and concluded bilateral negotia-

tions with all other member states, including the United States and the EU, so

Georgia was alone blocking accession. Although the powerful states could have

coerced Georgia to allow accession, they deemed this strategy too costly.3 By

August 2008, Russia and Georgia were at war. After the war, Prime Minister Putin

announced that Russia would abandon the reforms it had made during the accession

negotiations since ‘‘we don’t see or feel advantages from the membership, if they

exist at all, but we are carrying the burden.’’4 Consequently, Russia reversed many

of the essential economic reforms that had been implemented in preparation for

WTO membership and even formed a customs union with Kazakhstan and Belarus.5

In the first case, a weak state used unanimity voting over accession to extract side

payments from powerful member states. In the second case, a weak state prevented

accession against the interests of powerful member states. Thus, if a powerful state

leads the efforts to create an international institution, it may face a trade-off. On one

hand, unanimity voting over accession may entice weak states to join the institution

in the first place. On the other hand, unanimity voting may render the powerful

state vulnerable to blackmail that would not be possible if accession rules reflected

the actual distribution of power. Thus, from the perspective of the powerful state,

the legitimacy benefits of unanimity voting are accompanied by a loss of efficacy:

the unanimity rules may reduce the ability of the international institution to max-

imize the benefits that powerful states obtain from future accession rounds.6

We address this trade-off by formally investigating the strategic logic of unani-

mous accession rules. First, in line with the existing literature, our equilibrium anal-

ysis shows that in many circumstances, the trade-off between legitimacy and

efficacy is indeed central to the bargain over the accession rule. If a powerful state

believes that future accession candidates are of strategic importance, it will only

allow unanimity rule if weak states refuse to join unless they can expect some say

over future accession decisions. Second, we show that under certain (common) con-

ditions, the powerful state benefits from unanimity voting over accession decisions

and the trade-off between legitimacy and efficacy disappears. Specifically, unani-

mity makes accession dependent on the approval of all member states. The powerful

state can therefore credibly commit to rejecting the membership application unless it

obtains enough gains from accession to outweigh the cost of giving side payments to

the other members in return for their approval. If the candidate is uncertain about the

resolve of weak states, it plays safe by implementing ambitious reforms that improve

the efficacy of the international institution. In other words, unanimity tends to

increase the equilibrium level of reform accepted by the candidate states. To the

degree that these reforms benefit the powerful state, the unanimity rule thus may

produce a higher expected payoff than alternate voting schemes, such as weighted

voting, for all members of the international institution.
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The article therefore characterizes the consequences of unanimity voting over

accession. While previous scholarship has correctly emphasized the legitimacy

value of unanimity voting, we are not aware of any systematic study of the strategic

logic of unanimity voting over accession decisions. We show that, contrary to com-

mon belief, unanimity voting may benefit powerful states by inducing candidates to

implement extensive reforms that improve the effectiveness of future cooperation.

On one hand, these benefits offer a rationalist insight into the design of accession

rules: if powerful states anticipate future accession rounds, they may expect benefits

from applying the unanimity rule. On the other hand, our characterization of the

effects of unanimity voting applies even if the original decision over accession rules

was motivated by other factors as well. Thus, the strategic logic applies to accession

negotiations, and the resulting reforms, regardless of why the voting rules were orig-

inally designed in a given fashion.

Motivation

This section motivates our question of why powerful states agree to implement unan-

imous accession rules in many international institutions. We show that while the lit-

erature correctly recognizes the legitimacy benefits of unanimity rules, it neglects

the strategic value of unanimous accession rules for powerful states. Specifically,

we discuss (1) why giving up power over the accession decision is costly to powerful

states, (2) why such costs are most likely to occur in international institutions dealing

with distributional issues, and (3) why assumptions regarding exit options of weak

states in the existing literature have led to an overemphasis of legitimacy require-

ments in institutional design.

The accession rule has important implications for the distribution of benefits and

costs within an international institution. The effect of accession rules on members’

payoffs depends on the functions of the international institution in focus. Whereas

many international institutions focus on a narrow range of relatively uncontroversial

issues, such as research coordination or cultural exchange, other international insti-

tutions are distributional, as their decisions carry important allocative consequences.

For example, the WTO can issue binding rulings on trade policy, while NATO

requires contributions for collective security and peacekeeping. Accession of new

states to such an institution can shift the balance of benefits and costs of member

states and thereby affect the cooperation payoff to powerful states.7

The potential costs of giving up decision-making power over the accession of fur-

ther member states are readily illustrated by the Mediterranean enlargement of the

EU, already discussed in the introduction. Although Greece first strategically threat-

ened to prevent accession, a few years later, it reversed course by colluding with

Spain and Portugal to overhaul the system of income transfers between member

states (Moravcsik 1991, 1998). Before the Mediterranean enlargement, redistribu-

tion had mainly benefited the powerful states, as France and Germany captured a

large proportion of the EU budget through the Common Agricultural Policies.
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However, the Mediterranean coalition changed the ratio of funds allocated to the

Common Agricultural Policies and to the Cohesion Policies dramatically to their

favor. Along similar lines, in 2001, Mexico delayed China’s accession to the WTO

by over a year although both the United States and the EU had already given their

full support of Chinese membership by concluding their bilateral accession negoti-

ations. Mexico tried to change China’s attitude toward Mexico’s request for a transi-

tional period for the antidumping rules it had imposed against Chinese products that

were all illegal under WTO law (Kraft 2007). Mexico’s bargaining tactics therefore

delayed the opening of the Chinese markets to its main trading partners.

If powerful states may expect heavy losses from unanimity voting, as these cases

illustrate, why do they accept unanimity voting? It is easy to see why majority voting

is often not a credible alternative, as it may leave powerful states vulnerable to large

coalitions of weak states. However, why not simply adopt a weighted majority rule,

as was done in the Bretton Woods institutions? To explain this conundrum, scholars

have argued that weak states need institutional safeguards against exploitation (Cooley

and Spruyt 2009; Ikenberry 2000; Lake 2009; Rector 2009; Stone 2008, 2011; Zamora

1980). If a powerful state proposes international institutionalization without giving a

weak state any say over future accessions, the weak state might be unwilling to partic-

ipate in the institution. After all, future accessions may prove particularly harmful to

members that are already weak, as powerful states can play weak states against each

other for distributional gain. To create a notion of legitimacy for less powerful states,

and thereby induce broad participation, ‘‘( . . . ) institutions have to be designed in such

a way that all of their members benefit from participating, if not in every instance, at

least in expectation’’ (Stone 2008, 593). ‘‘The most straightforward way to ensure that

all states have a voice in decisions is to enforce a rule of unanimity’’ (Woods 1999, 50).8

Although legitimacy and safeguards are important to explain unanimous acces-

sion rules, an explanation that is purely based on legitimacy arguments has an impor-

tant limitation: it depends on the assumption that weak states have credible exit

options. Do developing countries really have credible alternatives to joining the mul-

tilateral trade regime and regional trade agreements? Can transitional democracies in

Southern or Eastern Europe really afford to eschew European enlargement? Can the

small neighbors of Russia really credibly defend their borders and interests against

Russia without joining NATO? If powerful states understand that weak states are

desperate to join an international institution, they might be tempted to abandon

unanimity voting, especially in regards to such integral decisions as accession. Thus,

there are good reasons to believe that, although important, legitimacy is only a part

of the puzzle. In the following, we formally derive a strategic logic of unanimous

accession rules that complements the logic of legitimacy.

Main Assumptions

Our theory is built on three main premises. First, the widening of an international

institution is potentially beneficial for current members. An ideal membership
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candidate can productively participate in international cooperation, so current

members prefer to admit it as a member. Benefits for current members are greatest

if the membership candidate implements various political and economic reforms,

defined as (partially) irreversible adjustments that increase the potential gains from

cooperation to current members upon accession. For example, reforms may contain

trade liberalization or privatization, as well as effective environmental regulations

or a program against corruption. The exact nature of reform will depend on the char-

acteristics of the issue area. This notion is widely accepted in the literature. As inter-

national cooperation theorists emphasize, the efficacy of an international institution

depends on the ability of the member states to credibly commit to mutually profitable

policies (Alesina, Angeloni, and Etro 2005; Downs, Rocke, and Barsoom 1998). Con-

versely, if the current members admit candidates that free ride or obstruct decision

making, the value of cooperation declines. Accordingly, the EU only accepts new

members if they meet the 1993 Copenhagen criteria that prescribe intensive democra-

tization and transition toward a market economy, the WTO imposes trade liberaliza-

tion requirements for accession, and NATO requires that new entrants improve

military performance and institutionalize civilian oversight and control.

Second, accession is highly valuable to the membership candidate. This assump-

tion builds on the notion that candidates self-select into the pool of applicant states

because they expect to gain from membership. As Mattli and Plümper (2002) argue,

for example, membership applications to international institutions depend on the

value of membership to influential domestic groups in outsider states. We can there-

fore assume that states that applied for membership value membership more than

states that did not apply for membership. Candidate states prefer being inside to

being outside the international institution.

Third, membership candidates are uncertain about the probability that weak states

are willing to accept their accession. Whereas candidates usually have information

about the preferences of the powerful states in an international institutions, it is often

hard to gather reliable information about the preferences of weak member states,

particularly if the organization has many members. Such uncertainty can be thought

of as the probability that a given weak state expects a very high cost from accession

in the absence of extensive reforms. Thus, uncertainty pertains to the upper bound

of the accession cost to weak states in the current membership. For example, the

Eastern enlargement of NATO was highly contested even after the United States

had successfully established a basic commitment to expansion. According to

Schimmelfennig (1999), the current members had conflicting preferences, which

induced great uncertainty among the candidates about the minimum required

reforms for accession.

The Model

In the model, a powerful state and a weak state form an international institution,

anticipating that a candidate will submit a membership application.9 The powerful
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state is dominant and it begins the game by offering an accession rule to the weak

state. The accession rule is either unilateral (such as weighted voting) or bilateral

(such as unanimity voting). Under the unilateral accession rule, the powerful state

unilaterally decides over enlargement. Under the bilateral accession rule, the weak

state can formally block accession. We assume that the weak state can reject the

offer, so that no international institution is formed. This goes back to the notion that

powerful states want to maximize the legitimacy of newly formed international insti-

tutions.10 In this case, the payoff to each state is, without loss of generality, normal-

ized to zero. If the international institution is formed, both countries immediately

obtain payoffs Vpowerful, Vweak > 0. These payoffs can be thought of as the value

of cooperation prior to any future accessions, as compared to unilateral outside

options. All model notation is summarized in Table 1.

We use three simplifying assumptions to ease modeling. First, the powerful state

can set the agenda for negotiations. This assumption is quite realistic, because we

assume that only the powerful state is capable of leading cooperation efforts. It is

not necessary for the results, however, as the key bargaining dynamics would apply

for many other bargaining protocols, such as Rubinstein repeated offers or the Nash

Bargaining Solution. Second, the distribution of gains, future accessions notwith-

standing, is exogenous. This assumption is not necessary for the results, as one may

imagine that the payoffs Vpowerful;Vweak include all side payments and issue linkages

that are commonly used in international negotiations. Third, the accession rule is not

malleable over time, so that the international institution cannot easily adapt it to

changing circumstances. This assumption is empirically realistic, as voting rights

usually change slowly or not at all over time. Most importantly, we are not aware

of any case in which the international institution changed accession rules from

unanimity to majority voting.11

The decision rule is chosen under uncertainty about the state of the world o. It is

strategic times a with probability r and ordinary times b with the complementary

Table 1. Model Notation

Symbol Interpretation

Vpowerful, Vweak Instantaneous payoffs from forming an international institution
r Probability of ‘‘strategic times’’ (powerful state uninterested in reform)
y Reform by candidate
c(y) Cost of reform to candidate
l(y) Equilibrium probability of successful accession given reform
B Accession benefits to candidate
T Side payment from powerful to weak state
Y Accession payoff to the powerful state in ‘‘strategic times’’
y � 1 Accession payoff to the powerful state in ‘‘ordinary times’’
y � X Accession payoff to the weak state (X is subject to uncertainty)
�X Highest possible accession cost to weak state
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probability 1� r. The state of the world is simultaneously revealed to all players

only after the powerful state has chosen the decision rule. In strategic times, the pow-

erful state has an overriding strategic interest in accession. In ordinary times, the

powerful state prefers accession if and only if the member candidate has undergone

political and economic reforms. This distinction captures the notion that if a country

is strategically important, it need not reform.

After the state of the world has been revealed, the candidate selects a level of

reform y 2 ½0;1�.12 We assume the candidate has no intrinsic interest in reform.

The cost of reform is cðyÞ, where c is an increasing and strictly convex function for

which the Inada conditions hold. This assumption is innocuous. If the candidate ben-

efits from reform, one can say that the candidate has already chosen the intrinsically

ideal level of reform normalized to zero. The expected payoff to the membership

candidate is

ucand ¼ lðyÞ � B� cðyÞ; ð1Þ

where l ¼ lðyÞ is the probability of successful accession given reform y and B > 0

is the net payoff from accession relative to status quo.

After the candidate has chosen a level of reform, it automatically submits a mem-

bership application. The powerful state reviews the membership application and deci-

des whether to support it or not. If the powerful state does not support membership,

there is no accession and the game ends. Under the unilateral rule, the game also ends

if the powerful state supports accession, so that the candidate joins the international

institution. Under the bilateral rule, the powerful state offers a side payment

t 2 ð�1;1Þ to the weak state in exchange for supporting the membership applica-

tion. For generality, the side payment can be negative, so that the powerful state could

demand concessions from the weak state. The weak state accepts or rejects the offer. If

it accepts, accession takes place and the weak state receives the side payment. If it

rejects, accession does not take place and the weak state does not receive the side pay-

ment. In strategic times, the payoff from accession to the powerful state is Y, where Y

is so high that the powerful state prefers accession even in the absence of any reform

and is willing to pay a side payment to secure accession. In ordinary times, the payoff

from accession to the powerful state is y� 1, so that the powerful state prefers to max-

imize reform but is willing to support accession as long as y � 1.

Regardless of the state of the world, the payoff from accession to the weak state is

y� X , so X is the lowest level of reform that is acceptable to the weak state. Sub-

stantively, X is interpreted as the cost of accession without reform to the weak state.

It could not only follow from economic competition but also from political animos-

ities or hostile public opinion. It need not directly relate to reform, as long as suffi-

cient reforms y can potentially outweigh the cost X . Thus, the weak state is only

willing to support accession such that the reform benefits exceed the costs, y � X .

We consider two possible information structures. First, under complete informa-

tion, the value of X is known to all players ex ante. Second, under incomplete
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information, the value of X is drawn from a commonly known uniform probability

distribution on ½0; �X �, where �X � 1.13 It is only revealed to the powerful and weak

state. Importantly, the notion of uncertainty pertains to the upper bound of the acces-

sion cost to the weak state. As �X increases, uncertainty increases in the sense that the

accession costs may be even higher than previously, while the lower bound zero

remains unchanged. We model uncertainty in this specific sense so as to focus atten-

tion on the consequences of incomplete information regarding the willingness of the

weak state to reject an accession application.14

If there is a side payment t, it is subtracted from the payoff of the powerful state

and added to the payoff of the weak state. For tractability, we omit all inefficiencies

associated with side payments, but all qualitative results hold even if there is a trans-

action cost z � t that the powerful state must incur for a side payment. Let R ¼ 1 if the

bilateral rule is used and R ¼ 0 if the unilateral rule is used. Combining these ele-

ments, the payoff to the powerful state is zero without accession and otherwise

upowerful ¼
y� 1� R � t jo ¼ b
Y � R � t jo ¼ a

�
: ð2Þ

The payoff to the weak state is zero without accession and otherwise

uweak ¼ y� X þ R � t: ð3Þ

Equilibrium Analysis

Since our game includes incomplete information, our solution concept is the perfect

Bayesian equilibrium.15 We solve the game as follows. First, we find the expected

payoffs for the two states under the two rules. Second, we solve for the optimal

accept–reject rule of the weak state. Finally, we find the optimal offer for the pow-

erful state. The game has a unique equilibrium.

Unilateral Rule

Under the unilateral rule, the powerful state accepts a membership application if and

only if the payoff exceeds zero. In strategic times, the powerful state always accepts

to obtain a payoff of Y. If the state of the world is ordinary, the powerful state accepts

if and only if y� 1 � 0. The membership candidate conditions reform on the state of

the world. If it is strategic, the candidate understands that it can accede without any

reform at all, so it selects y ¼ 0. If it is ordinary, the candidate must choose y ¼ 1 to

gain accession. Thus, the candidate reforms y ¼ 1 if and only if the net value from

accession exceeds the cost of reform, B � cð1Þ.
In equilibrium, the expected payoff to the powerful state is simply r � Y . In stra-

tegic times, the powerful state captures all of the surplus because the weak state can-

not intervene. In ordinary times, the membership candidate chooses the minimal

acceptable reform, leaving the powerful state exactly indifferent between accession
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and the outside option. Consistent with previous research, the unilateral rule is

optimal for the powerful state in strategic times and ineffective in ordinary times.

The Bilateral Rule

Under the bilateral rule, the powerful state only secures accession if it can profitably

offer a side payment to the weak state. If the state of the world is strategic, the value

of accession to the powerful state is Y . The value to the weak state is y� X , so the

minimal side payment that the powerful state must offer is t ¼ X � y.16 The total

payoff to the powerful state is therefore Y � X þ y. With Y high enough, this payoff

is strictly positive, so the powerful state does secure accession, but at a higher cost

than under the unilateral rule. In ordinary times, the value to the powerful state is

y� 1 and the value to the weak state is y� X . The side payment that the powerful

state must offer is t ¼ X � y, so the value of accession to the powerful state is

2y� 1� X . This payoff is negative only if y is low enough, so accession succeeds

if and only if y � 1þ X

2
.

Reform under complete information. Under complete information, the candidate

knows the preferences of the powerful and the weak state. In strategic times, the pay-

off to the powerful state is Y � X þ y. With Y large enough, the candidate selects

y ¼ 0. The equilibrium payoff to the powerful state is Y � X and the equilibrium

payoff to the weak state is X . In ordinary times, the value of accession to the pow-

erful state is 2y� 1� X , as shown in the previous paragraph, so the candidate

selects y ¼ 1þ X

2
if B� c

1þ X

2

� �
� 0 and y ¼ 0 otherwise.

Reform under incomplete information. Under incomplete information, the candidate

does not know what the true preferences of the weak state are. By increasing reform,

the candidate can increase the probability of accession, so the candidate’s choice of

reform must satisfy

l0ðyÞ � B ¼ c0ðyÞ ð4Þ

unless lðyÞ ¼ 0. Accession is possible if and only if the joint surplus between the

powerful and the weak state is not negative, so that 2y� 1 � X . Accession succeeds

if and only if X 2 ½0; 2y� 1�. The probability that X 2 ½0; 2y� 1� is in turn given by

lðyÞ ¼

0 jy < 1
2

2y� 1
�X

j 1
2
� y <

1þ �X

2

1 j 1þ
�X

2
� y

8>>><
>>>:

: ð5Þ

This accession probability is graphically represented in Figure 1.
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If c 1
2

� �
is high enough, it is optimal for the candidate not to reform at all. Other-

wise, the candidate chooses the level of reform y optimally in
1

2
;
1þ �X

2

� �
. We can

write equation 4 as

2
B

�X
� c0ðyÞ; ð6Þ

where the inequality is strict if and only if y ¼ 1þ �X

2
. The left side represents the

benefit of increasing the probability of accession by
2

X
, while the right side repre-

sents the cost. For the candidate, the optimal reform is thus increasing in the benefits

of accession B. On the other hand, the optimal reform increases with �X if and only if
�X is so low that accession is certain. Figure 2 illustrates this relationship.

Bargaining

For the weak state, the accept–reject rule should maximize the expected payoff from

the game. Since the bilateral rule guarantees at least a payoff Vweak > 0, the weak

state accepts it. The unilateral rule produces a zero payoff in ordinary times and a

payoff� X in strategic times. The expected payoff from the international institution

is �r � �X
2
þ Vweak, so the weak state accepts if and only if Vweak � r �X

2
. The powerful

state secures a payoff r � Y þ Vpowerful under the unilateral rule. Unless the candidate

selects zero reform, the payoff under the bilateral rule is r � ðY � Xþ
yÞ þ ð1� rÞE maxf0; 2y� 1� Xgð Þ þ Vpowerful. The powerful state selects the

1/2 (1 + X )/2
_

1

Figure 1. The probability of successful accession l as a function of reform y
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accession rule, anticipating the weak state’s accept–reject decision, to maximize its

expected payoff from the game.

This analysis shows that, while the weak state unambiguously prefers the bilateral

rule, the powerful state’s preferences are indeterminate. On one hand, the unilateral

rule allows full discretion in strategic times. On the other hand, the bilateral rule may

increase reform. In the following section, we fully characterize the decision.

Theoretical Results

The formal analysis has implications for the influence of unanimous accession rules

on the efficacy of international institutions after enlargement, and therefore the stra-

tegic logic of the design of accession rules. We begin by presenting the results on the

design of accession rules. We find that unanimity voting introduces uncertainty

about the required level of reform which induces candidate states to choose higher

levels of reforms than under certainty. Since all current member states will gain from

higher levels of reform, this provides a new strategic rationale for unanimity voting.

Before we begin, note that it is difficult to assess or test empirically which factors

(i.e., legitimacy or expected future gains) states considered during the bargaining

process. Public statements have their limitations because the literature shows that

states often use conflicting rhetoric during secret meetings and public announce-

ments (Stasavage 2004). While we cannot provide direct empirical evidence that

states considered the effect of unanimous accession rules on the applicant’s reform

efforts, our theoretical results imply that if states design international institutions

c′(θ)

2B/X *
_

1/2 (1 + X )/2
_

(1 + X *)/2
_

2B/X
_

2B*/X
_

2B*/X *
_

Figure 2. The length of each thick line measures equilibrium reform for the corresponding
parameter values. If the benefits of accession are high B, an increase in uncertainty about the
necessary level of reform, X

�
> X, results in higher equilibrium reform. If the benefits of

accession are low B�, this increase results in lower equilibrium reform.
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rationally, they would consider this effect (Koremenos, Lipson, and Snidal 2001). In

other words, if we can show that uncertainty introduced by the unanimity rule increases

the level of reform that the candidate state is willing to implement—a relationship that

is actually testable—then this provides some indirect evidence that current members

(including the powerful states) at the very least gain from the unanimity rule. Thus,

we are able to provide a new strategic rationale for unanimous accession rules.

After characterizing the equilibrium design of accession rules, we present the the-

oretical propositions about the influence of uncertainty on the expected level of

reform, provide some empirical illustration using the EU Eastern enlargement as

a case, and discuss how this relationship could be tested on a more general level.

The Design of Accession Rules

How does unanimity voting over accession influence the payoff to the powerful

state? We find that under complete information, the unilateral rule is optimal for the

powerful state unless the weak state must be bribed to join the international institu-

tion. However, the bilateral rule is optimal for the powerful state under incomplete

information if the probability r of strategic accession is low enough, regardless of

the weak state’s preferences. The probability of a bilateral rule increases with the

benefits of reform to the candidate, but the effect of increasing uncertainty about the

preferences of the weak state is not monotonic.

Consider complete information and recall that the net cost of using the bilateral

rule in strategic times is X . The candidate never reforms because it understands that

the powerful state will offer a side payment to the weak state. In ordinary times, the

candidate selects the level of reform that leaves the powerful state exactly indifferent

to accession, regardless of the decision rule, so the decision rule has no effect on the

payoff. The net cost of using the bilateral rule under complete information is r � X .

Thus, the powerful state only selects the bilateral rule if Vweak < �r �X
2
.

Proposition 1. Under complete information, the powerful state offers the unilateral

rule to the weak state unless Vweak < r �X
2
.

Proof. In the main text.

If the powerful state can endogenously create constraints, why does the Schelling

conjecture fail? Since the membership candidate decides on the level of reform and

side payments are possible, constraints have no effect on the distribution of surplus.

The membership candidate understands that as long as accession is not strictly harm-

ful to the international institution, accession succeeds. But if the weak state fears that

the value of cooperation is low relative to the outside option, the powerful state may

have to choose the bilateral rule, as Vweak < �rX . This finding shows the impor-

tance of the weak state’s outside option, as we have already argued. Considerations

of legitimacy and mutual gain are indeed central, but only if the weak state can cred-

ibly threaten to reject international cooperation otherwise.
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What about incomplete information? The expected cost of using the bilateral rule

in strategic times is now
�X
2

—the expected value of the weak state’s preferences. In

ordinary times, the powerful state can always say ‘‘no’’ to reap zero surplus. Unless

the equilibrium level of reform is zero, the probability that the weak state also ben-

efits from accession is positive. Thus, it is possible that the joint surplus from acces-

sion, 2y� 1� X , is positive. The powerful state can leave the weak state exactly

indifferent to accession to reap this surplus, so the bilateral rule increases the payoff

to the powerful state.

Proposition 2. If the probability of strategic times r is low enough or Vweak < r �X
2
,

the powerful state offers the bilateral rule to the weak state.

Proof. If Vweak < r �X
2
, the weak state rejects the bilateral rule. The marginal effect

of selecting the bilateral rule on the powerful state’s payoff is

�r � �X
2
þ ð1� rÞ � Eðmaxf0; 2y� 1� XgÞ. This expression cannot be nega-

tive if r is low enough.

Under incomplete information, the membership candidate is not sure how much

it should reform to enable accession. If it fails to secure accession, the powerful

state obtains the payoff from the ‘‘outside option,’’ perhaps interpreted as a delay

in accession. However, the uninformed membership candidate could choose exces-

sive reform. Consequently, the powerful state produces a strictly positive joint sur-

plus that it then captures by compensating the weak state for saying ‘‘yes.’’ If the

probability of ordinary times is high enough, the net cost of using the bilateral rule

for strategic accession is rather irrelevant, so the bilateral rule is optimal for the

powerful state.

This proposition shows that under plausible conditions, there is no legitimacy-

efficacy trade-off. A powerful state understands that, even though unanimity voting

is costly in strategic times, as the weak state can demand compensation for acces-

sion, the unanimous decision will also induce the candidate to choose higher levels

of reform. To the degree that this benefits both the powerful and the weak state, there

is no distributional conflict. This finding provides a powerful and general explana-

tion for unanimity voting in international institutions.

Uncertainty, Reform, and Accession

In addition to several straightforward comparative statics, such as the positive effect

of accession benefits B on reform y, the formal model illuminated the central role of

the level of uncertainty over current member states’ preferences. In this section, we

summarize these implications. Since they pertain to actual reform decisions and

accession terms that are directly observable, as opposed to implicit negotiation

preferences over accession rules, we also offer illustrative examples from the EU

Eastern enlargement. These examples are useful because they show that the central
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dynamics of our model were relevant for the interactions between established EU

members and various accession candidates in Eastern Europe. In addition, we will

discuss how a more general test could be conducted.

Uncertainty about necessary reforms. What is the effect of incomplete information

about the necessary level of reforms? The simplest way to evaluate this effect is to

allow the highest possible cutoff for accession preference �X increase. This parameter

captures an exogenous increase in the probability that the weak state is really willing

to prevent accession for a given level of reform. Interestingly, we find a nonmono-

tonic relationship.

Proposition 3. Consider an international institution that uses unanimity voting.

Suppose the highest conceivable accession cost to weak current members

( �X ) increases. If the benefits of accession to a candidate (B) are low enough,

reform (y), and the probability of accession (l) decrease. If the benefits of

accession to a candidate (B) are high enough, equilibrium reform (y) increases

while the probability of accession (l) remains constant.

Proof. For low enough B, the equilibrium probability of accession lðyÞ is less than

one. Use equation 6 to verify that equilibrium reform y is locally decreasing in
�X . For high enough B, the equilibrium probability of accession lðyÞ is one. Use

equation 6 to verify that equilibrium reform y is locally increasing in �X .

If the probability of accession is uncertain to begin with, increases in �X reduce

both reform and the probability of accession. As the marginal effect of reform on the

probability of accession decreases, the cost–benefit ratio of reform worsens. Nota-

bly, this hurts the powerful state, because it wants to maximize the equilibrium

reform and the probability of accession. But if the membership candidate cannot

afford failure, it responds to increased uncertainty by increasing the equilibrium

level of reform.

The EU Eastern enlargement negotiations nicely illustrate how uncertainty about

the necessary level of reform-induced membership candidates to implement radical

reforms, which benefited the current member states. Uncertainty arose mainly from

the introduction of the Copenhagen Criteria in 1993 which requires membership

candidates to provide stability of institutions guaranteeing democracy, the rule

of law, human rights and respect for and protection of minorities; a functioning

market economy and the capacity to cope with competitive pressure and market

forces within the Union; and acceptance of the acquis communautaire, the total

body of EU law.

First, the scope and nature of the first two conditions were abstract and interpreted

differently by the member states (Maniokas 2000). EU officials claimed ‘‘to know

what was acceptable or unacceptable when they saw it’’ (Jacoby 2004, 7). Although

the Commission led the negotiations, all member states had to agree that a member-

ship candidate was ready to begin accession negotiations. Such consensus was dif-

ficult to achieve given disagreement and ambivalence among current member states.
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Second, even if accession negotiations were opened, the implementation of the

acquis communautaire required that all member states agree on all thirty-one chapters

of the common acquis.17 The candidates had to ensure that the domestic reforms they

promised to the EU would be deep enough to satisfy each individual fifteen current

member states. Disapproval during the negotiations about a chapter typically delayed

the accession process tremendously which provided big incentives for candidates to

satisfy all EU members in the first round of negotiations.18 In this situation, it did not

help that Germany and France publicly announced that they would not be willing to

unilaterally pay for the full burden of enlargement (by, e.g., providing side payments

necessary to coax the poor member states) but rather demanded reform-willingness

from the application states. Consequently, membership candidates understood that

ambitious reform secured accession with high probability while partial reform could

lead to failure. Knowing that sufficient reform willingness was a key to accession,

many membership candidates accepted demanding ‘‘shock therapy’’ reforms early

in the enlargement process. For example, although Germany supported Poland’s

accession to the EU, the current recipients of large agricultural subsidies expressed

grave concern about the effect of Polish accession without major reforms in her agri-

cultural sector.19 Poland therefore implemented radical reforms even though they were

domestically highly contentious (Wilkin 2001).20

For a general test, it is important to find appropriate measures for uncertainty

about the required level of reform. Several empirical factors could predict uncer-

tainty about the preferences of weak states. First, as in the case discussed earlier,

uncertainty could vary across international institutions. International institutions in

which accession regulations give much room for interpretation and power to individ-

ual member states should induce much higher uncertainty. Second, uncertainty

could vary within international institutions. Candidate states should have less infor-

mation about democratic countries with frequent political turmoil and public opinion

hostile to accession. Notably, this could explain why the Southern European coun-

tries were able to extract concessions from the EU in accession negotiations. Third,

candidate states should have less information about weak states that do not fre-

quently interact with membership candidates. Whereas China probably has a good

understanding of political realities in the United States, it probably has limited infor-

mation about the true preferences of the Mexican government. Similarly, Eastern

European countries more frequently interact with Austria than Portugal. Fourth,

uncertainty could vary across candidate countries. Poor membership candidates face

higher uncertainty because they tend to cause distributional conflict for at least some

current member states. Finally, uncertainty could vary with characteristics of the

enlargement process itself. The EU Eastern enlargement shows that a high number

of applicants can further aggravate uncertainty.

Uncertainty about accession. We have so far assumed that accession depends only

on reform in ordinary times. However, accession can also be uncertain regardless of

reform. To capture this possibility, we modify the model so that in ordinary times,

accession fails with probability g, regardless of the level of reform y. Then the total
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probability of accession is simply ð1� gÞ � lðyÞ. For example, negative public

opinion could prevent even the accession of an ideal membership candidate. This

form of uncertainty unambiguously reduces equilibrium reform.

Proposition 4. Consider an international institution that uses unanimity voting. If

the probability (g) that accession fails for reasons unrelated to reform (y)

increases, reform (y) decreases.

Proof. Replace lðyÞ with ð1� gÞ � lðyÞ and let g increase. In equation 6, the left

side decreases, while the right side remains constant for a given y, so equili-

brium reform must decrease.

If additional reform has little effect on the probability of accession, the member-

ship candidate hesitates to pay the cost. Again, the EU Eastern enlargement provides

a nice illustration of the causal mechanism because the EU experimented with two

different approaches to the enlargement process, both of which where designed to

increase reform efforts of the applicant states. In 1997, the Council of Luxembourg

tried to intensify the candidates’ reform efforts by beginning accession negotia-

tions only with the Luxembourg Group (Cyprus, Hungary, Poland, Estonia, the

Czech Republic, and Slovenia). The Helsinki Group (Romania, Slovakia, Latvia,

Lithuania, and Bulgaria) had to wait. The idea was to differentiate between coun-

tries based on their readiness to fulfill the criteria and to increase reform efforts by

those who were falling behind.

This strategy of differentiation slowed rather than accelerated reform efforts for

countries outside the Luxembourg Group, as the differentiation approach raised

fears that even full reform could be insufficient (Maniokas 2000; Glenn 2004; Mattli

and Plümper 2004). The Copenhagen criteria stated that membership was only pos-

sible as long as the EU could absorb new members, and the limits were unclear. Addi-

tionally, whereas the EU set a timetable for the Luxembourg Group, it refused to

announce any specific dates for the commencement of negotiations for the Helsinki

Group until the end of 1999.

The negative effects of differentiation led the 1999 Council of Helsinki to aban-

don this strategy. As Poul Skytte Christoffersen, a key EU negotiator said, ‘‘Leaving

somebody behind—awaiting another ‘wave’ in an uncertain future-could take away

the pressure for reform and modernisation in the countries left on the shore’’

(Christoffersen 2007, 32). The EU decided to begin accession negotiations with the

Helsinki Group in 2000.21 The ‘‘second wave’’ was given a chance to accede,

exactly as the ‘‘first wave’’ had a chance to accede previously. The approach was

dubbed ‘‘Regatta’’ because it gave the remaining countries an equal opportunity

without a corresponding commitment to simultaneous accession. This decision

spurred the reform process, especially in countries that had just started negotiations.

Lithuania successfully closed negotiations on over twenty-eight chapters after only

two years of negotiations, passing former frontrunners of the first wave (Plümper,

Schneider, and Troeger 2006). To increase the chances of early accession,
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candidates accepted shorter transition periods for the implementation of the acquis

and longer transition periods for current members.

For a general test, it is essential to distinguish between different types of uncer-

tainty. Mattli and Plümper (2004) show that when the EU delayed the accession of

several Eastern European countries, these countries reduced the pace of reform. Our

analysis implies that while uncertainty over acceptable accession increases reform in

eager membership candidates, an increase in the probability that accession fails,

regardless of reform should reduce equilibrium reform. Indeed, our model subsumes

the partial analysis that Mattli and Plümper (2004) conduct, as we endogenize the

decision to approve accession. In the case of Eastern enlargement, it can therefore

explain why reforms increased dramatically in some of the second-tier countries

after accession negotiations were commenced. In addition, it can explain why Russia

decided to abandon many of the reforms that were implemented during accession

negotiations with the WTO. Georgia’s veto had dramatically decreased the likeli-

hood that Russia could join the WTO anytime soon without an intervention by the

United States or the EU.

Conclusion

This article examined the strategic logic of unanimous accession rules in interna-

tional institutions. Weak states can use egalitarian rules to blackmail powerful states,

so it appears as though there is a genuine trade-off between legitimacy and efficacy.

We demonstrated that if unanimity voting endogenously creates uncertainty about

the requisite level of reform and the membership candidate cannot afford to stay out-

side, all current members of the international institution gain from unanimity voting.

Our findings shed light on questions at the heart of decision making in international

institutions. Previous research has not produced detailed predictions regarding the

specific decision rules that give powerful states an aura of legitimacy at the lowest

cost. Instead of accepting the received notion of an unavoidable trade-off, we have

shown that unanimous accession rules can often secure voluntary participation by

weak states while actually benefiting powerful states.

The broader implications of our findings are potentially interesting. First, Downs,

Rocke, and Barsoom (1998) argue that sequential enlargements, as opposed to inclu-

sive enlargement, mitigate the broader-deeper trade-off that exists in international

cooperation. Our findings indicate that inclusive enlargements can also mitigate the

broader-deeper trade-off because competition over accession among entrants

prompts reforms that enable deeper cooperation between current and new members.

Second, while previous research has emphasized that uncertainty can cause bargain-

ing failure (Fearon 1995), our equilibrium does not carry the burden of inefficiency.

Uncertainty surrounding the readiness of an international institution for enlargement

benefits current members at the expense of the membership candidate, so it is not

costly for powerful states to strategically create uncertainty as to the probability

of accession without reform. Third, our findings show how powerful states can use
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international institutions to redistribute the gains from cooperation. Gruber (2000)

shows that powerful states can sometimes worsen the status quo for weak states

to secure ‘‘voluntary participation’’ on expedient terms. We extend this argument

by showing that through voting rules, international institutions can achieve redistri-

bution even if the status quo cannot be influenced.

The central role of uncertainty for the efficacy of international institutions bears

some interesting policy implications. If powerful states prefer to expand the mem-

bership of an international institution, but only after applicants undergo reforms,

they should increase uncertainty about accession without full reform while

decreasing uncertainty about accession given full reform. In this respect, the pro-

posal by the French President, Jacques Chirac, in 2005, to require that accession to

EU require domestic approval appears troubling. Subjecting accession to the

vicissitudes of domestic politics could close the door to many aspiring member-

ship candidates and thereby slow down ongoing reform efforts in transition coun-

tries dramatically.

Mathematical Appendix on Generalizing Uncertainty

In the main text, we assumed that the powerful state’s preferences are revealed to the

accession candidate. In this appendix, we generalize the model as follows. First, let

Funi be the cumulative distribution of the powerful state’s minimal acceptable

reform in ordinary times. Second, let Fbi be the joint distribution of the zero surplus

cutoff. The only assumption is that each distribution is continuously differentiable

on the positive side of the real line. Let f r denote the density of Fr for

r 2 funi; big. We also assume that the accession candidate is uncertain as to the state

of the world (ordinary or strategic). Thus, r is the probability that the accession can-

didate ascribes to the strategic state of the world.

Under the unilateral rule, the candidate maximizes

ð1� rÞBFuniðyÞ � cðyÞ: ð7Þ

Under the bilateral rule, the candidate maximizes

ð1� rÞBFbiðyÞ � cðyÞ: ð8Þ

Thus, the candidate selects y� ¼ 0 or such that

ð1� rÞBf rðyÞ � c0ðyÞ; ð9Þ

where r 2 funi; big and the inequality is strict if and only if Funiðy�Þ ¼ 1.

It is straightforward to verify that if B is high enough, the candidate selects y�

such that Frðy�Þ ¼ 1. Thus, if f bi is low enough everywhere, y� approaches infinity.

In these circumstances, the bilateral rule maximizes the expectation of upowerful.
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Similarly, verify that if r is high enough, y� ! 0. Now, the candidate does not

reform at all, regardless of the decision rule. Thus, the expectation of upowerful is max-

imized by the unilateral rule if and only if the weak state accepts it.
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Notes

1. We follow Stone (2008, 2011) and Ikenberry (2000) in defining legitimacy in terms of

voluntary participation constraint. Whereas we do not intend to downplay the importance

of other dimensions of legitimacy, such as fair procedures, fair substantive outcomes,

transparency, or popular consent (Buchanan and Keohane 2004), the use of unanimous

and consensus voting in international institutions has usually been discussed as an attempt

to improve legitimacy on the participation dimension (Woods, 1999; Ikenberry, 2000;

Stone, 2008, 2011). Stone (2011, 18), for example, argues that ‘‘( . . . ) weak states must

receive a share of formal power that is out of proportion to their resources.’’ To be sure,

Woods (1999) has raised valid concerns about whether these strategies might have a det-

rimental effect on legitimacy because it encourages a shift of decision making to informal

forums and excludes members who are not part of the core group of powerful states. To

solve this problem, Stone (2008, 2011) incorporates informal governance into his concept

of legitimacy, so that formal and informal decision-making processes underly the volun-

tary participation constraint. When we refer to unanimous voting rules as enhancing

legitimacy, we acknowledge the necessary condition of informal power restraint.

2. BBC News November 21, 2006: ‘‘Georgia Threatens Russia WTO Veto.’’

3. In part, this was due to Russia’s limited success in economic liberalization.

4. New York Times August 25, 2008: ‘‘Putin Casts Doubt on Russia’s WTO Accession.’’

5. Wall Street Journal June 10, 2009: ‘‘Russia Changes Its WTO Strategy.’’

6. In line with the rational design of international institutions literature, we define efficacy in

terms of the goals of the designers of the international institution (Koremenos, Lipson, and

Snidal 2001). In this view, states use international institutions to further their own goals,

and they design these institutions accordingly. International rules are ‘‘incentive compati-

ble’’ such that over the long run states expect to gain by participating in this institution.

7. Some institutions, such as the International Seabed Authority or the International Orga-

nization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons, allow accession by simple ratification
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of a treaty; others, such as the African Union, require majority support; yet others, such as

the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank, require a supermajority;

NATO, EU, WTO, Mercosur, ASEAN, Andean Community, and Western European

Union (WEU) exemplify the unanimity rule.

8. However, see also note 1 on the adverse effects of the unanimity rule on legitimacy.

9. Our discussion is based on the assumption that any state can be classified as powerful or

weak. We define a powerful state as a state capable of leading cooperative efforts in a

given setting, such as Germany or France in Europe or the United States in the world.

By a weak state, we refer to a state that does not have the capabilities to lead cooperative

efforts, such as Greece in Europe or Canada in North America. Thus, powerful states hold

the initiative while weak states are only in the position to react. Variations in capabilities

can, for example, arise from differences in economic wealth or military power. This bin-

ary classification is perhaps simplistic, but it is commonly used and useful because we are

interested in when and how large power asymmetries produce asymmetric decision rules

(Drezner 2007; Lake 2009; Rector 2009; Stone 2008).

10. The results remain the same if weak states do not have the power to prevent the formation

of an international institution.

11. The current members need not even credibly commit to substantive accession criteria in

advance.

12. Even if the reform space is multidimensional or the international institution has multiple

members, the result holds as long as the benefits of reform for the most powerful states

are substantial enough.

13. In the Appendix, we demonstrate that all results continue to hold under additional uncer-

tainty over the powerful state’s preferences.

14. We could also allow the accession cost X to obtain negative values, so that simply

increasing the variance of X would capture uncertainty, but this extension is both techni-

cally complicated and substantively uninteresting.

15. While we use the perfect Bayesian equilibrium, note that we need not specify how beliefs

are updated in the game. First, the powerful state must offer the accession rule based on

prior information. Second, the weak state accepts or rejects based on prior information.

Third, the membership candidate must decide on reform based on prior information.

Finally, both the powerful and the weak state learn the ‘‘type’’ of the weak state before

accepting or rejecting the application.

16. The weak state cannot obtain a higher payoff because the powerful state has agenda set-

ting power.

17. Currently, the acquis has over 30,000 legal acts and is an estimated 100,000 to 160,000

pages long.

18. Slovenia’s accession negotiations provide a good illustration of the gravity of the problem.

Economically, Slovenia had been one of the most advanced candidate states in the enlarge-

ment process (European Commission 1997: ‘‘Opinion on Slovenia’s Application.’’).

Already in early 1990s, the negotiations over an association agreement stalled due to a

dispute with Italy over expropriated Italian property in the border area (European Stability

Initiative October 25, 2009: ‘‘Slovenia’s Road to the EU.’’). Although Italy had signed
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an international treaty to abstain from any demands, it demanded the return of the property

in 1994. After Slovenia refused to budge, Italy vetoed negotiations on the association agree-

ment arguing that Slovenian legislation on the purchase of land by foreigners was not in line

with EU law. Finally, Slovenia gave in and signed an agreement to allow foreigners from

other EU countries to buy land in Slovenia. Association negotiations were concluded

1996. This was over four years after the negotiations with the Czech Republic (which

had applied in the same year), and Hungary and Poland (which had applied two years

before Slovenia); and more than three years after Bulgaria and Romania (which had

applied a year before Slovenia).

19. European Commission 2000: ‘‘Report on Poland’’; European Agriculture 24 July 1998:

‘‘Spanish Pre-Accession Model Best for Polish Farmers’’; EurActiv 30 October 2000:

‘‘Impact of Enlargement on CAP Reform.’’

20. Polish Press Agency April 22, 1998: ‘‘Poland Begins Screening Talks on Farming’’; PAP

News Wire September 17, 1998: ‘‘Right Wing Wants Immediate Referendum on EU

Accession’’; Polish News Bulletin March 25, 1998: ‘‘EU Teleconference on Agricul-

ture’’; Polish News Bulletin March 20, 1998: ‘‘Sejm Discusses European Integration’’.

21. European Council in Helsinki, December 10-11, 1999: ‘‘Conclusions of the Presidency.’’
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